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[1] A reactive fluid dissolving the surrounding rock matrix
can trigger an instability in the dissolution front, leading
to spontaneous formation of pronounced channels or worm-
holes. Theoretical investigations of this instability have
typically focused on a steadily propagating dissolution
front that separates regions of high and low porosity. In this
paper we show that this is not the only possible dissolutional
instability in porous rocks; there is another instability that
operates instantaneously on any initial porosity field, includ-
ing an entirely uniform one. The relative importance of the
two mechanisms depends on the ratio of the porosity
increase to the initial porosity. We show that the “inlet”
instability is likely to be important in limestone formations
where the initial porosity is small and there is the possibility
of a large increase in permeability. In quartz‐rich sand-
stones, where the proportion of easily soluble material (e.g.,
carbonate cements) is small, the instability in the steady‐state
equations is dominant. Citation: Szymczak, P., and A. J. C.
Ladd (2011), Instabilities in the dissolution of a porous matrix,
Geophys. Res. Lett., 38, L07403, doi:10.1029/2011GL046720.

1. Introduction

[2] Dissolution is of fundamental importance in a variety
of geological systems, including diagenesis, karst forma-
tion, aquifer evolution [Ortoleva, 1994], and melt migration
[Aharonov et al., 1995]. It also plays an important role in a
number of engineering applications, such as dam stability
[Romanov et al., 2003], CO2 sequestration [Ennis‐King and
Paterson, 2007], risk assessment of contaminant migration
in groundwater [Fryar and Schwartz, 1998], and stimula-
tion of petroleum reservoirs [Fredd and Fogler, 1998]. The
dynamics of a dissolution front in a porous matrix is com-
plex, even under laminar flow conditions, with a number of
possible feedback loops between reaction, diffusion and flow
[Golfier et al., 2002]. These feedback processes may trigger
an instability in the front, leading to the formation of high
permeability zones [Chadam et al., 1986; Sherwood, 1987;
Hinch and Bhatt, 1990]. As a result of this reactive‐inflitration
instability, long, finger‐like channels or “wormholes” are
formed, which can carry active reactant deep into the matrix
[Daccord and Lenormand, 1987; Fredd and Fogler, 1998].
[3] Previous investigations of the reactive‐infiltration

instability [Chadam et al., 1986; Sherwood, 1987; Hinch
and Bhatt, 1990] assumed that a steadily propagating dis-
solution front, separating regions of high and low porosity,
forms first; subsequently an instability in this initially planar

front develops. However, we have found that dissolution may
be unstable from the very beginning, even before a reaction
front is formed. Starting with an entirely uniform porous
material, we have analyzed the competition between the
development of a planar dissolution front and the growth of
instabilities in that front. Here we focus on two limiting cases:
first, the instability in the dissolution of an entirely homo-
geneous porous matrix (the “inlet” instability) and second,
the instability in a steadily propagating reaction front (the
“front” instability). In the convection‐dominated limit the
inlet instability shows a strong wavelength selection, similar
to that found in dissolving fractures [Szymczak and Ladd,
2011], whereas the front instability is unstable over a broad
range of wavelengths. However, the addition of a small dif-
fusive flux changes the character of the front instability,
introducing a strong wavelength selection in that case as well;
this has been overlooked in previous work [Sherwood, 1987;
Hinch and Bhatt, 1990]. The relative importance of the two
mechanisms for unstable growth of the dissolution front
depends on the amount of soluble material in the rock.

2. Dissolution in Porous Media

[4] We begin with standard equations for the dissolution
of a porous matrix. The superficial fluid velocity in the pore
space, v, is given by Darcy’s law:

v ¼ �K �ð Þ

#

p

�
; ð1Þ

where the permeability K(�) is taken as a function of the
fluid fraction � and m is the fluid viscosity. The continuity
equation takes the form

@t�þ #� v ¼ 0; ð2Þ

assuming the fluid filling the pore space is incompressible.
[5] Transport of reactants and products are described by

the convection‐diffusion equation; for simplicity we con-
sider a single species with a dilute concentration field c,

@t �cð Þ þ #� vc ¼ #� D �; vð Þ� � #

c� R cð Þ; ð3Þ

where D(�, v) accounts for dispersion of reactants by flow
through the porous matrix, and R(c) describes the rate of
consumption of reactants by the porous matrix. Finally, we
have an equation for the dissolution of the porous matrix,

�solcsol@t� ¼ �R cð Þ; ð4Þ

where csol is the concentration of the solid species, and nsol
and n are stoichiometry numbers.
[6] The boundary conditions are constructed from the

following considerations. We assume that the material is
initially homogeneous with a porosity �0 and semi‐infinite
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in extent, 0 ≤ x < ∞. Far from the inlet the material is
undissolved so that vx(x → ∞) = v0, where v0 is a constant;
in effect we fix the far‐field pressure gradient to give the
desired flow velocity. A constant concentration cin is main-
tained at the inlet (x = 0).
[7] We will make a number of additional simplifications

which do not affect the overall conclusions, but which allow
for a simpler analysis and clearer presentation. First, we
assume a linear kinetic equation,

R cð Þ ¼ �ksc; ð5Þ

where k is the reaction rate, s is the specific surface area and c
is the reactant concentration. In this equation we assume that
the reaction rate is sufficiently small that diffusion within the
pore spaces can be neglected. Otherwise a more complicated
constitutive equation is required to take account of mass
transport within the pores. The specific surface area can be
related to the grain size by assuming the grains are spherical,
in which case s = 6(1 − �)/d where d is the grain diameter.
Although s increases as the grains dissolve, to keep the
derivation simple we take s to be constant; then R(c) = −ks0c
with s0 the specific surface area in the initial state. We use the
Carman‐Kozeny equation, K = �3/5s0

2, to describe the per-
meability, maintaining the assumption that the specific sur-
face area remains constant during dissolution. Finally, we
will only include diffusion perpendicular to the flow, with a
constant diffusivity D. It is possible to relax any or all of
these assumptions at the cost of a more involved analysis.

3. One‐Dimensional Analysis

[8] We first consider a one‐dimensional solution of the
dissolution equations (1)–(5), which will be used to establish
a reference porosity profile for the linear stability analysis.
Taking the flow to be in the x‐direction, a one‐dimensional
porosity field evolves according to the following equations:

@t�þ @xvx ¼ 0;
@t �cð Þ þ @x vxcð Þ ¼ �ks0c;

�solcsol@t� ¼ �ks0c:
ð6Þ

[9] The form of equation (6) suggests that there are
characteristic length and time scales in the dissolution of the
porous matrix; the penetration length of the reactant con-
centration lp = (ks0/v0)

−1 and the time to double the inlet
porosity t2 = (gks0/�0)

−1, where g = ncin/(nsolcsol). From
now on we scale length by lp and time by t2. In addition we
scale concentration by the inlet concentration, ĉ = c/cin, the
superficial fluid velocity by v0, v̂ = v/v0, and the porosity by
�0, �̂ = �/�0. Then equation (6) can be written in dimen-
sionless form:

�@t�̂þ @xv̂x ¼ 0;

�@t �̂ĉ
� �

þ @x v̂xĉð Þ ¼ �ĉ;

@t�̂ ¼ ĉ:

ð7Þ

[10] The time scale for the evolution of the porosity is
controlled by the coefficient g, which is typically less than
10−2 in calcite dissolution, even for strong acids. Here we
take the limit g → 0, when the velocity and concentration
fields become slaved to the porosity. The superficial fluid
velocity is then constant throughout the domain, v̂x = 1, and
the concentration field is time independent,

ĉ xð Þ ¼ e�x: ð8Þ
The porosity grows linearly in time,

�̂ x; tð Þ ¼ 1þ te�x; ð9Þ

until only insoluble material remains; i.e., when �̂(x, t) =
�max, the maximum porosity (relative to its initial value).
[11] Equation (9) remains valid for (dimensionless) times

up to

tmax ¼ �max � 1 ¼ D; ð10Þ

at which point the reaction at the inlet stops. For times larger
than tmax a propagating front develops, which moves through
the porous matrix. Although the full solution is complicated,
even in one dimension we can consider the long‐time limit
where a front propagates steadily with a constant velocity
vf. In this case we create a new coordinate system relative to
the front position xf = vf t, which is defined as the rightmost
point where �̂ = �max,

x′ x; tð Þ ¼ x� vf t: ð11Þ

The dimensionless dissolution equations in the new coordi-
nate system are (still in the limit g → 0):

@x′v̂x′ ¼ 0;
v̂x′@x′ĉ ¼ �ĉ;

@t�̂� vf @x′�̂ ¼ ĉ:
ð12Þ

At steady‐state (∂t�̂ = 0) the porosity profile is again
exponential,

�̂ x′ð Þ ¼ 1þ vf
�1e�x′: ð13Þ

The boundary condition at the front �̂(x′ = 0) = �max

determines the velocity of the front,

vf ¼ D�1; ð14Þ

Figure 1. Sketch illustrating the two regimes of dissolu-
tion: the porosity field �(x) during the initial dissolution
t < tmax, equation (9), is show as the solid line and the
steadily advancing porosity profile t � tmax (13), is shown
as the dashed line.
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[12] A steadily advancing porosity profile, equation (13),
is sketched in Figure 1 alongside the initial (t < tmax) profile,
equation (9). Surprisingly, both profiles are unstable with
respect to infinitesimal perturbations, although the nature of
the instabilities is qualitatively different in the two cases.
[13] In our analysis we neglect any coupling between the

development of the dissolution front and mechanical com-
paction. In a related problem of the channeling instability in
an upwelling mantle [Aharonov et al., 1995], mechanical
compaction was shown to stabilize long‐wavelength per-
turbations without affecting the value of the most unstable
wavelength.

4. Linear Stability Analysis

[14] We develop a linear stability analysis by considering
a small sinusoidal perturbation about the one‐dimensional
solution;

�̂ x; y; tð Þ ¼ �̂r x; tð Þ þ g xð Þ sin uyð Þe�t ð15Þ

where �̂r is the one‐dimensional reference porosity field
given by equation (9) or equation (13) and g(x) is the
amplitude of the perturbation; the dimensionless wave-
vector u = 2p/l, where l is the wavelength (in units of lp).
Note that the base state of the inlet instability, equation (9),
is itself time‐dependent; here we use an approximation
[Tan and Homsy, 1986] in which the base state is frozen at
a specific time, t0, and the growth rate is then determined
as if the base state were time‐independent (the quasi‐
steady‐state approximation). A solution of the inlet insta-
bility problem for the analogous case of a narrow fracture
is given by Szymczak and Ladd [2011]. In a similar fash-
ion, after some straightforward but lengthy manipulations,
we obtain a third order differential equation for the per-
turbation g,

u2 � @2
x þ

3�̂r′

�̂r

@x

 !
@x þ Hu2�̂r

� �
ex�g ¼ 3u2

�̂r

g; ð16Þ

where �̂′r = ∂x�̂r. The dimensionless constant

H ¼ Dks0�0=v
2
0 ð17Þ

can be written as the ratio of the Damköhler number Da = k/v0
and the Péclet number Pe = v0/Ds0�0, H = DaPe−1.
[15] Boundary conditions on g follow from the boundary

conditions on the porosity, pressure, and concentration fields:

g x ¼ 0ð Þ ¼ 0;
@2
x e

xg xð Þ� �
x¼0

¼ 0;
@xexg xð Þ½ �x!∞ ¼ 0;

ð18Þ

There are three independent solutions for g(x) but one of
these is eliminated by the far‐field boundary condition. Since
the amplitude of g is arbitrary only one more condition is
needed to fix the solution. The final boundary condition is
then used to obtain the dispersion relation for the growth
rate s(u). Results for the growth rate of the inlet instability
are shown in Figure 2 for different values of H and t0.
[16] The reference porosity field for a steadily‐moving

front, equation (13), is time independent in the coordinate
system relative to the front. The resulting equation for the
perturbation in porosity is fourth order,

u2 � @2
x þ

3�̂r′

�̂r

@x

 !
@x þ Hu2�̂r

� �
ex �� vf @x
� �

g ¼ 3u2

�̂r

g: ð19Þ

In this case there are four independent solutions for g(x), but
two of these are always eliminated by the far‐field boundary
condition. Care must be exercised in applying the remaining
two boundary conditions at the front itself, which is no
longer planar but has small sinusoidal perturbations as well.
As in the inlet instability, one boundary condition is suffi-
cient to fix the solution to within a multiplicative constant,
and the final boundary condition then provides the disper-
sion relation illustrated in Figure 3.

5. Discussion

[17] The solid lines in Figures 2 and 3 indicate the most
rapid growth of each instability: the inlet instability at the

Figure 2. Growth rates of the inlet instability. The solid
line is for the reference state frozen at t0 = 0 without diffu-
sion (H = 0). The dashed lines show results for increasing H:
top to bottom H = 0.1, H = 1, and H = 10. The dotted lines
show results for the reference state frozen at later times: top
to bottom t0 = 1 and t0 = 10 with H = 0.

Figure 3. Growth rates of the front instability. The solid
line shows the case D → 0, without diffusion (H = 0).
The dashed lines indicate increasing diffusion: top to bottom
H = 0.001, and H = 0.01. The dotted lines show the effect of
increasing D: top to bottom D = 2 and D = 10 with H = 0.
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onset of dissolution (t0 → 0) and the steady‐state instability
in the limit that the front develops instantaneously (D → 0).
In both cases we are considering the convective limit H = 0.
The inlet instability shows a strong wavelength selection,
with a maximum growth rate at a wavenumber umax ≈ 1.3.
Even when the flow rate is small (H > 1) the growth rate is
similar to the convection‐dominated case, although the peak
is pushed to longer wavelengths. On the other hand the front
instability grows across a broad spectrum of wavelengths,
limited only by the eventual onset of diffusional stabiliza-
tion (dashed lines). Diffusion has a much larger effect on the
front instability than on the inlet instability. Even for weak
diffusion, H = 0.001, the shape of the dispersion curve
changes qualitatively; short wavelengths are stabilized and a
maximum growth rate appears. This suggests that the dif-
fusionless limit considered in earlier work [Hinch and Bhatt,
1990; Sherwood, 1987] is singular, and any amount of dif-
fusion will lead to the appearance of a maximum in the dis-
persion curves.
[18] The solid curve in Figure 2 was obtained by freezing

the base state at t0 = 0. If the base state is frozen at a later
time, then the growth rate is reduced as shown by the dotted
curves. However, the peak growth rate remains at almost the
same wavelength, independent of t0, so a single mode (u ≈
umax) dominates until the onset of non‐linear growth. In the
case of the front instability, the growth rate is sensitive to the
porosity contrast across the dissolution front (Figure 3). For
small D, the growth rate increases monotonically towards a
limiting value, in agreement with Hinch and Bhatt [1990].
However, as D increases, the dispersion curve flattens, and
at around D ≈ 3.2 a maximum appears even in the con-
vective limit, indicating a similar competition between
reaction and convection as in the inlet instability. Interest-
ingly, the most unstable wavelength in the front instability
approaches that for the inlet instability when D � 1.
[19] The analysis outlined in section 4 includes two

parameters, the ratio of Damköhler and Péclet numbers, H =
DaPe−1, and the porosity contrast, D = �max − 1. Fracture
dissolution, where an initially small (less than 1 mm) aperture
opens essentially without limit, can be considered as the
limiting case D → ∞. In this case a steadily advancing front
never develops and equation (16) applies. We can obtain the
corresponding equations for fracture dissolution by mapping
the porosity �̂ onto the dimensionless fracture aperture ĥ =
h/h0; the initial fracture aperture h0 is related to the specific
surface area by h0 = 2/s0. For a typical calcite fracture –
reaction rate k = 2.5 × 10−5 cm s−1, aperture h0 = 0.2 mm
and hydraulic gradient of 1% [Dreybrodt, 1996] – the dis-
solution is convection dominated (H ∼ 10−5) and the growth
rate of the instability follows the solid line in Figure 2. Thus,
for these parameters we would expect to see fingers with an
initial spacing of the order of 2plp/umax ≈ 1 m, but the
competition for flow between growing wormholes will
eliminate many small channels and the spacing observed at
later times will be larger. We have previously suggested that
this instability in the fracture dissolution front initiates the
formation of underground caves in limestone [Szymczak and
Ladd, 2011].
[20] A convection‐dominated instability can also develop

in highly porous and permeable limestone formations. Cri-
noidal limestone, for example, can have a specific surface
area as low as 100 cm−1 and a permeability as high as

10−8 cm2 [Noiriel et al., 2004]. For a gravitationally‐driven
flow, H ∼ 10−3 and the penetration length is of the order of
1 cm. The corresponding wavelengths of an unstable front
are of the order of several centimeters for the inlet instability
and one or two centimeters for the front instability. The inlet
instability is active from the beginning of the dissolution
process with fingers developing on a dimensionless time
scale t ∼ 1. At the same time there is uniform dissolution
as indicated by equation (9), which in the absence of the
inlet instability would establish a dissolution front on a
dimensionless time scale t ∼ D, equation (10). The relative
importance of the two instabilities will therefore depend on
the porosity contrast D, which typically ranges from 1 (�0 =
0.5) to 10 (�0 = 0.09). For large values of D, we would
expect substantial fingering from the inlet, but in more
porous formations a steadily advancing front would appear
first.
[21] At the opposite extreme from fracture dissolution is

the limit D → 0 where the porosity contrast is very small,
although there can still be a substantial change in permeability.
This limit includes sandstones, where the inert quartz grains
are interspersed with a soluble cement [Lund and Fogler,
1976; Lund et al., 1976]. In such cases a steadily advancing
front will always form prior to the instability.
[22] For smaller grain sizes (s0 ∼ 104 cm−1) the flow rate is

extremely small (H � 1) and a depletion layer develops
behind a steadily propagating front [Chadam et al., 1986].
The concentration field in the region behind the front is
significantly perturbed by diffusion of solute from the
reaction zone and we we can no longer assume a constant
concentration at the front. In this diffusive limit a uniform
front is stable at low flow rates [Chadam et al., 1986], but
above a critical flow rate, fingers are predicted to develop
with a wavelength of order D/v0.
[23] Experimental observations of dissolution patterns in

porous media [Daccord and Lenormand, 1987; Fredd and
Fogler, 1998; Golfier et al., 2002] are typically made under
conditions corresponding to reservoir acidization, so the
reaction rates are much higher than is typical under geo-
physical conditions. For example, when acidizing calcite with
hydrochloric acid the reaction rate is of the order of 0.1 cm s−1

[Fredd and Fogler, 1998]. Taking s0 = 104 cm−1, corre-
sponding to micron‐sized grains, and g = 0.01, the front is
established on a time scale of (ks0g)

−1 ≈ 0.1 s. Similar con-
siderations apply to other experiments and indeed to acid-
ization in the field. In acidization it seems clear that the
instability develops out of a steadily propagating front [Hinch
and Bhatt, 1990; Sherwood, 1987]. We reiterate that diffu-
sion cannot be ignored in the acidization instability, even
under high flow rate conditions (Figure 3).
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